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p
S g4stion for Increasing the

1:Participat. of.Minorities in Scientific lasearch

1 *
. , by

Luis Ortiz - Franco 1;

Abstract

This article suggests a mathematics/s0.ence intervention,program for pre-colt ge
4t minority students (Chicanos andmerican mdians). The suggestidn, is based on the

experiences of intervention programs des Aned toincrease the participation of non-
minority underreprgiented groups in mat matics related careers. It is proposed that'in.
order to maximize he effectiveness of e intervention program activities aimed at
impacting teachers., counselors, parent , students, and the schodl curriculum should

be undertaken on d sustained.basis for a long period of time. They involvement of

the local community and industry is senecessary ingredienefor,increasing the
effectivity of aloe efforts. Also iecommended is the inclusion of ,11' soundi
evaluation program.in Order to syste6tically identify the successful activities
which can or cannot be duplicated'ikoehergeographical localitigs.'
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Introduction

Suggestions for Increasing the
Participation of Minot ties ifi Stientific Research

.Y -I
Luis qrtiz-Franco

Survey studies sponsored by the National Science Foundation (1977, 19801a)",

and 1980(b)) and the 'National AcademY:of Sciences (1978, 1979, and 1980) have

amply documented a underrepresentatioh of minorities and womin in science careers.

These findings promed studies investigating the reasons for this underrepresentation.

Perhaps due to questiongofrace and class, the situation of white women has received

heretofore more attention than thatocif minorities of both sexes (white middle and'

upper-clasa researchers focus their attention on c4hite middle and upper-class
#0.

4
students at the exclusion ofminority students of any economic class). A retult of

this'pattern has been the undertaking of more,research projects and intervention

programs addressing isstkes eoncerning the pursuit of mathematics related areers
.

by women (Blum and Givant, 1980; Parsons, 1980;,Casserly 1975 and 1979; Sta)lings, 1979;

Elias,,1980; Weiss, Place, and Conway, 1978; Stratlp and..Tasnoski, 1975;'Fuchs,

Weiss) rod and Yates, 1978; Benett, 1976; and"Sullivan and'Skanesi 1974) than studies.
. .

. . \
investigating the pursuit of similar careers -by minorities 4MacCorquodale 14,80(a) and

1980(k); and St$lings, 1980). \
i- However Jnexplored the area of mihotlities in science related careers may be,

. .

some of the results from studied with white women can be extrapolated and serve a

the bpsis for-coniiectures pertaining to minorities of both sexes, There is room to

A.,
learh from the experiences Of these efforts e ven though they-have 'excluded minorities..

For instance, some intervention provims involving white women have revealed that

one time shot conferences or short term activities are virty4tlly ineffective
-
in

)?i
14,

produ ng long term results. Also, and more Important:the collective experience's
. . P

of,the.different intervention programs syggest that a multi- pronged approach is more
. ,

i ge

4'
%I,
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-effective than a uni-pronged one. Thbe, it seems unrealistic to expect that one

4

004Iehotconferences, short term activities, and uni-pranged approaches Can be effective '
I

e *
.14*.° 0 Aand+producelong lasting effects for mindrities.

. 1

. . .
:

The purpose of this paper is to suggest. an/ intervention program for minorities
/

aimed at.rinereasing.,their participation io science related careers in general, and
. -

1
,

ill biomedical scientific research in particular. The suggestiqn is grounded alit
-

*-

findings from the literature describing empirical research studies that invstigate
'1

s
the variables affecting,the enrollment of women in mathematicscourses tend

4 ..)

° intervention programs designed ?c) increase the participation of wo in mathematics

related careers. ...
.

.

'Background

.Since mathethatics is ubiquitouAscientific research, a strong preparation

i pre-college mathematics is a necessary prereqt4isite to the pursuit of science

A

related fle\ds at the university or college level In fact,. the pre-college science

major includes more courses in mathemati/s than in any of er single science field.

Thus, a look at enrollment patterns in mathe tics courees of underrepresented'

groups`at the high schcookl le/el is a natural 'first step in explicatingtheir
-1K

representation in science fields at the professional level: It is at this lo6int
-1-

. a . .
i .

,

/.
of the educatiot continuum that most studies on'women in.mathematics related fields

have focused their attention." The results are, far from uniform in pinpoitting the

most determining variables influencing the entdllment of women in mathematics,courses.

I

-The studies Collectively indicate that there are internal variab140 (also called

affective variables which include such things as attitudes, beliefs and the like)

and external variables (which include curriculum, teachers', counselors, parents,

and peers) affecting the student's selection of mathematics or science majors in

high school. It is commonly agreed that changes in the external variables inpuce

changes in the internal variables butthe extent to which each of the external
.

4

variables individually contributes tcthe observed changes has been difficult to

detarm4e. Consequently, it seems reasonable to sagest that in order to increase.

5
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the possibilities of achieving the desired changes in the internal variables one must

, Operette simultaneously on all the external variables outrined here.

Let us take a look at the relat ed literature to illustrate better these paints

-Band we will intersperse iomMents regarding activities that should be included in the

sugkestetl intervention program.

Affective Variables

. There is evidence suggesting that affectiVe variables related to 'the enjoyment

of mathematica are critical in 00rse taking behavior and achievement (Stroup,and .

jasnoski, 1975; and Fuchs, Weissbrod and Yates, 1978). Howlver, enjoyment of

'mathematics is not the only variable involved in course taking behavior and

achievement; it has been found that parents' believs about their child's ability

does.predict'the child's course ea ing behavior (Parson 1980). And, the

availability of accelerated mathematics or science programs in high school has
_ ,/t

been shown to be related to mathematics achievement. Improvements in ma thematics

achievement,'however, does not necessarily result in more favorable a ttitudes toward

mathematics (Bennett, 197,6; Sullivan and Ocanes, 1974).-tOn the other hand, perceived
0

tis
-

efulness-of mathematics to futufe career plans or rewards has been found to predict
. . $

change in deairesto i1to in mathematics related courses at/phe junior high
C ,

school level. In this veinlyMacCorquodale (1980(a)) reports that Chicanos tend to,,,
-.A 47

expend more effort than other groups when school is seen aslinkedtto their future

jobs. Howevere in many instances, current or past rewards seem tllave more.

influence'on academic course taking .behavior of students in general than anyicipated

or future rewards, i.e., concrete rewards are ofteptimes more influential than

abstract ones.
,

Possible ways of making abstractrewa seem more concrete are the role

playing of anticipated or future consequences, and engaging the student in "hands-on"
A-

activities, (other $ot ntially effectiveways are discussed in the section Peers below).

However; for these strategies to be more effective,,, intervention strategies A

impacting key agents. .n the schooling process, such as teachers and counselors must

6
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be undertaken.

Counselors -and Teachers

Counselors and teachers area the school personnel wits whom students interact

mlet.frequently. Althongh_counselors do havean influence on students, it is

widely recognized that teachers are frequently more influential date to their more

.intendrie contact with students. This is partially explained by the fact that in
.. .

. -.

most schools counselors have a heavier student lodd than teachers.
)

',

i
,

The career counselors,. nowever,' remain an important source of career
. 4 a

information for -itriy students and they shouldinot be neglected by intervention

S,
.-,

programs..HaVorquodale (1980(a)) has documented e need or Chicino stddents

r t
/

.

wishing to study science to be,counseled about the necessity of taking more

4tics and sciencemathe ience courses beyoKthe.minimum required for graduation. The
.

.

career counselors can undoubtedly provide.this much needed information. Information ..

l

'on employment opportunities in rthematics

,

related fields can also be
.

conveyed to
.

.

.

students via career. counselors. Above all, the.jinvolvement of-counselors it

t
--c

mathematics and science intervenirtion projects.'mpst be on a)sustained basis

throughout the duration of the projects through periodic in-service Workshops or .

accredited summer sessions. In addition to better cheer counseling, students
V

also need better teaching. -
One way in which intervention programs can assist in improving the mathematics

..., . -

., ,

and,science preparation of pinority students is by enh
\
ancing the academic skills.

' and instructional approaches of teachers servicing these students. Several-

potentially efficilt programmatic activities come to mind. One is to initiate

mathematics or science in-service workshops. or courses which are integrated into

the standard staff development programs rather than "add-ons" ox ele ctive.* Another

alternative is for -theta workshops or courses to last for an entire academic year.

.

The content of these in-service activities can include statistics, computer science

and technology, problem solving methods, ihe'useof calculators in the classroom,

teaching techniques, affording to mathematics and science teachers skills behaviors

1
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conducive to encouraging their students to explore difeerent 'scatitions e proble6,%

-%

and the.histov of the development of mathematics and science.

The purpose for including topics in the history of mathematics-and science

is to'enable teachers to inform students about the dynamic social and human elements

that have contributed to the development of these disciflinesr and thus remove the

'Notion that mathematics. and science are static subjects.

The aim for including problem solving methods, and encouraging students to

explore different solutions to problems 1Nwofold. On is to get students to realize

that the solutions to problems illustrated by teaches and texeloks are not the onlyr

possible ones, thereby promoting creativity. The other aim is to exposd teachers to

a variety of problem solving Methods with the hope that they wilt, in turn, instruct'.

f
students in this important intellectutl skill' 113o necessary fdr scientific research.

alternatiVe-t6 these, year long workshops A- courses is to initiate, summer

institutes essentially covering theNsave content areas outlined above. 'he pummer
-

institutes, however, wilk_probably have to run for several consecutive years, say

three of fpur, involving the same teachers in orclr to increase the cha ces of

achieving the defired results. One time shots will probably not be effective:-.

Equally important, although more difficult to accomplish, is to promote

positive teacher attitudes tnd practices towardsminority studeuts.. Jackson and

Cosca ,(1974) found that teaoberlsignificantly favor Anglos over Chicano pupils
. _

in tead4r-student interactions such as, teacher praise, acceptance or use of

.

students' ideas, questioning, giving of positive feedback; non-criticizing teacher ,

talk, and student speaking. Laosa (1977) ietiewed the literature on teacher7student

classroom interaiction and ,found that teachers are bias against ethnic minority

...-

students, students from lower SES backgrounds, low achieving students, and students

who do not speak standard English. The possible short and l'ong term negative

Consequencea of such teacher behavior defy quantification, 'and are undoubtedly
1

counter,productie to the advancement of Chicanos, AmeriCan Ind'ans, and bhicks
.

m

in science. The cooperation of local school. o ici!..1.14. is neede in this aria.

If
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The School Curriculum . o . .

:

. -VP- . d,, I .. W
f .,

Recen t information concerning tHe shortamof trained scientis4s in the United
.- . . ) .6 4

? A
5 N

States has compelled interested individ uals tolook at the ,pre- college mathematics and
.

.

...,
.

science curriculum. It A become evident that the prevalent curricula throughout

the natik places too milch. phis on baic computational skir ll,:'at the expense of
....

.

more complex skill's such as, reasoning and problem solving. Although it is difficult?

for intervention Rrograra\-to institute 'structural changes leading to a more balanced
. ,

mathem atics and sciece cul-riculud, it is quite possible far these programs to
..11 N , .

. , .

aavocate curricului reforms leading to th nclusion of more problem solving

,..

activities and the cre'atipn of advanced c urses in these subject areas.'

-This modest goal Can,be facilitated through the involvement of public s&hook.....

teachers and university mathematics and science profesdors in designing and developing
t'

supplemer4ary.curriculum materials. These materials can be

)

used For enrichment

.4'
activities in conjunction with, the regular ctrricUlum. It is more desirable, of,

I ill
.11

. , r e, to integrate these materials into the regular, school curriculum.

In short, the pre-college mathematics and science curriculumFneeds to include. 1
..., ,t

, ...:,

more problem solving activities, and more advanced or accelerated courses. Intervention

programs for minority students c1-1 play the dual role of advocates and iicilitators of

durriculuM refarms stimulating the improvement of the mathemaiics and 'science

educatiotialeterience of the target populations, -->N0

Intervention programs can also play a role in contributing toward the systematic

identification and education of minority giftd students,, This particular-student
.

population is presently being neglected by the schools and by programs for the

gifted which focus their atter)ion on white students. Curriculum materials and

curriculum programs are badly needed fo.r.*.this valuable national human resource: .

.2"
Parents

4.

Parents can play an important role in students' career decisions,and their

inclusion in intervention programs is of utmost Oportance. Studies have shown that

.parentscanasCinfluential on their children's choices that a mere belief on the

4.

0
qr,
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children's ability can predict doutse aking behavior (Parsons, 1980). With respect).
. ,

1
..

, ,.. . . .

. ,

. to attitudes; Armstrong klv791 found that'parental attitudes toward mathematics and

science are potent factors in their chinten's'participation in. mathematics or sciehce

related activitie .

., .
.

4., It is quite ossible. that the impact
,
o pareRb4:beliefe and attitudes on*

:children can be augmented whe'n p rents are it a position to Provide faCtual'information
.

.
t

,

regardingltourse requirements for, and oppo unitieCt in, science careers. ChiCand
.'. .

. . ."7
parents' qtrt,parti-Cular lack'this kind of information MacCorquodale 1980(a))-and thus'

1 i .

t . . .
A . *

.
, .

,aggravating
1

aggravating qe. condition of relative disadyantage of their children. Mathematics
.

. .
.

..
- and science intervention programs can easily alleviate'this situation by providing'

.

the indicated information and incorporating the parents in program activities. For
..,

instance, parents cah be included iri field trips -to. local scientific laboratories and'
. . .,

J Ir

.00

industry accompanying teachers and students,.and evening programs for parents could
4

'be organized. .

It is also possible that through parents involvetent in intervention pro(gramtr.

the iotal schools, local industry and the loc commpnity an be more predisposed to
.

participate and,suppart the program; Stalli.gs (1980) reports that tile highest

erirollment in mathematics courses occurred in a minority urban schOol with active ,r t . 4- . 1 . .
\.,..,

community and business support. Pent and community support can alio be instrumental
/

in achieving institutionalization of,c4rriculum reforms and intervention progiTs in

the local schools and thereby increasing the potential iiiipact of programs.

Empirical inv reveal that when parents are apprOachekl,about'ecience
.

bi

and maptematics career information for shoit periods of time the impact on their

, 4

chjl ren is minimal. Thus implying that long sustained efforts with parents can be

more fruitful,

Peers

/

There are mar04kinstances when the advise and.influence of parents, teachers and
i

. ..,' ti.

a ,

counselors havedto compete with the inflagences of a studeht's peer group. Peers .
. .

.. ,

'S.

appear to be ofAgreat influence in course taking behavior of,wliite women and it is

4

1e

ti
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plausible that this is also the case with minority students. This possibility

accentuates the need fOracience, intervention programs tOsinclude acti4ties involving
Le,

t .in-and-out-of-sthool peer groUps. Activities informing and educatingthestddent and

.

his peeieab9ut the importance Of technology and science in'the everyday world, and

-I
the academic requirements necessa* to pursue aathematice related careers are

'essential.

;
These Objectives can be achieved by means of films cc:Inferences, speakers,

summer and year long internships for high school and college uTfdergriduates in local

indusfijes, field trips to scientific and industrial.work,places7 curricula and
N..

exttajcurricura offerings, local and regional.student science fairs and copetitions,

hinds-op experiences, group projects, and student science and math clubs. The

t-
*Likelihood of aetainkng the desired- impact- of these activities iv'increased when

undertaken on a' long sustained basis, and maximizedif they are institutionalized.

. .. .40 .+ / ..

It has been the experience of educatiimal eform programs in other countries-
IS

impact is ithat their impact increased when they are accompanied by social and economic'

reforms. The prospect of good paying jobs for th6se minority students who pursue
e

mathematics and science related professions can partiall-fulfill this role.41The
. .

e .
.

prospect of good paying jobs as a :reward is a bit abstra/ ct.; 'but summer andyear-long

internships in local industries can assist in making the rewards seem more concrete.

Another way of making abstract rewards seem- more concrete for some studenti is4 4 '

to involve them as peer-fUttirs On a pi\lkd basis, This could accomplish at least two

additional things: the .peer- tutors will have a chance. to teach other s what they
.-

know, and their motivation for continuing to. study mathematics and science might

increase.

Discus sion

In the previous page's, we discussed the infernal (affective) and, external

(teachers, counselors, curriculum, parents, land peers) variables which have been

identified is'important in mathematics interventiomprograms affecting the
'1

participation of white womedin careers which ye mathematics. It was assumed chat''
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theses4me v ariables are also
important for similar programs with minorities. The-,1

various program activities mentioned are only suggestions because the specific S

. .

(

.

implementition strategies have to vary according to the particular group being .-

targeted and the local or regional
130c-10-economi c cirCumstances.

Pn the whole, the
internal variables are more elusive than the external ones

0
4

and the best anyone. can hope for is that by operating on the latter,, positive changes

will occur in the former., The next step in such a process is to identify clearly

(

which external variable(s) is (are)- more important in inducing pbsitive attitudes.

,Not arreasyq ask. This role is best fulfi' led by an evaluation component incorporated.

in the intervention program.

The fact that no two-local or regional
communities are alike, duel totheir own

particular bcio-economic and political dynamics, makeskit'virtually
impossible to

,

superimpo similar preconceived experimental designs onAeveral communities. The

_local or regional dynamics determine the kind 'of intervention-activities that Can be

effective. lso, it is fEzquently the case that When changes in the internal

variables are observed, e.g., attitudes to4ard the biomedical sciences chnge

positively, the cause, meaning or consequenes o f the changes areoftentimes
*tee

or unclear. Coniequently,*rigorous
evaluation procedures are necessary to identify

successful activities and their respective implerienta&on proce&ures

. -

\The task to trace the cause of changes in, the internal variables in a complex

human environment, such as the one suggested by the external variables above,

emphasiies the need for sound.evaluation procedures whic,h include qualitative and

.

.

quantitative techniques. The eventual.gBal is to
ascertain systematically tillbse,

activities, implementation
strategies, and their corresponding degree of success,

-. .
. l' ,

i \i,

7
/

.

,

that can or cannot be replicated in different communities. To put it differently,

the end result of themprogram evaluation should be to indicate the what, the how, f'

And tht patterns- success of the various intervention program activities.

The list of
references at the end of this article includes descriptions-of

mathematics and science intervention programs for Women that might be usefulin

12
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1...4

(

.
. . 1 ...., ..

designing similar effort
s.
for

e
minorities.gl.

' I .. 9
4

SdMmary
4

1

. .

The literatureowwomenin mathematics refite0 careers indicates that it is
w,

easier to sift:Et the external.vgriables((curricuium, teachers, counselors, parents,
& ... .

. lo,' r'
r.

mei
. and peers).than to affect the interffli variables (attitudes) When,thegoal is to

) Afreate student pInticipationincemitics relat- ed fields.,, ,lt'litraiko evident

_
7,, .,

that intervention pfoframe designed to.affect theexternal'variabikarp morepy.,
. . ,,,..:

,
, , ,,,., . ,

effective' when they are sustain: a long'period,of time, become inatItIttdi
%. , ', ''garl$ , .". . .

.
1

.. -,00 - -..i. ,

1 i
1°44.adic Whoole,and all cif the external variable= are openftted on simultaneelYwryi;-e0,

the local or regional community, and local and regional industries must:.mqrkir . AI . .r , . ; .

coopefatively in the task to increase the representatiolpf minorities in aFiedce

relfted careers., .
1111

4lit' .

...

The central goals of any mathematics and science/interventiongpragram should

!

-

IP

:
.

.
.. ,

.

be the Aevelopment of strong basic skills, problet solving b i les and approaches

t

,
,

id the target minority population in'order to equip tpch individuals witfi the
41/4

. . .

Alikfundamentals for scientific research. _;....H, , 1 $

- t

It was also pointed out that a rigorous progrgt evaluation.or research -

-
i

.

component s necessary in intervention programs so that effective-and replicable ,

activitiep and implementation strategies canbe identified. ,

...11,11100-

001,

.,
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